City or Town: Washington, D.C.  
State: D.C.  
No.: 1571

Date of Completion: May 1, 1931.

Church: Army Medical Center Chapel.

Donor and Address: "The Gray Ladies".

Architect: George G. Will.

Denomination and Minister:

Footage: Toilet Window 3'3.33

No vents in tower windows.

Ventilators in bases of East Cable and toilet windows.

Set by:

Position in Church: See below.

Protec-

Groove: Stone

Rabbet: Wood

Stone

Wood

Points of compass:

Quality of light: See below.

Inscription:

Design wanted at once.

Staging:

Blueprints:

Shipping address received.

Bill to: Templers

Photos of Cartoons Mailed:

General Information:

Cable Window (East) $100.00 - $16.66 per foot

Two Tower windows (one east and 1 south) - $75.00 - $12.50 per.

Toilet Window - North - $50.00 - $13.00 per foot.

Heights from floor:

Tower windows 21' 1"

East Cable windows - 16'

Toilet Window - 4'

C.J.C. said "The office windows and single windows are to be the same type as nave, simplified."

Tower Windows and Cable window not seen.

(over)

For addresses of those to be notified as window progresses, see other side.
"I have in mind very much the same treatment (as the Chaplain's Rooms) but even simpler, for the little toilet window. I do not think it will be necessary to send a sketch for that.

For the East Cable and Tower windows, I am sending a little suggestion with lead lines similar in general character to the rest of the windows, so that the outside appearance will be very much the same, depending largely upon the leaded pattern."

(Extracts from letter to Miss Lower - February 16, 1931.)